
Illithid
Commonly called Mind Flayers, these evil, insane  
beings are bred only to create destruction and madness.

Racial Traits
Average Height: 6' 2" - 6' 6"
Average Weight: 175 – 215 lbs.

Ability Scores: +2 Charisma, +2 Dexterity or 
Intelligence
Size: Medium
Speed: 6 squares
Vision: Low-light

Languages: Common, Deep Speech, telepathy 5
Skill Bonuses: +2 Bluff, +2 Intimidate

Aberrant Origin: Your ancestors were native to the Far 
Realm, so you are considered an aberrant creature for the 
purpose of effects that relate to creature origin.

Aura of Madness: Enemies within 2 squares of you take 
a -1 penalty to saving throws.

Flaying Tentacles: You can use flaying tentacles as an encounter power.

 Flaying Tentacles Illithid Racial Power 
Using your pronounced tentacles, you grab a creature and bore into its brain. If you kill it in this way,  
you gobble up its delicious brains.
Encounter ♦ Healing
Standard Action  Melee 1
Target: One creature
Attack: Charisma, Dexterity, or Intelligence + 4 vs. AC (6 at 11th level and 8 at 21st level)
Hit: 1d6 + Charisma, Dexterity, or Intelligence modifier damage, and the target is grabbed until the end 
of its next turn. At the end of your next turn, the grab automatically ends. Make a secondary attack.

Level 11: 2d6 + Charisma, Dexterity, or Intelligence modifier damage.
Level 21: 3d6 + Charisma, Dexterity, or Intelligence modifier damage.
Secondary Target: The primary target
Secondary Attack: Charisma, Dexterity, or Intelligence + 2 vs. Fortitude (4 at 11th level and 6 

at 21st level)
Hit: The target takes a -2 penalty to all defenses until the end of your next turn.

Special: If the target is reduced to 0 or fewer hit points with this attack, you regain 10 hit points. (15 at 
11th, 20 at 21st)

Illithids, or Mind Flayers, are overall very evil and depraved beings hailing from the Far Realm long 
ago. They excel at bending others to their will and controlling any mind they come across. However, a 
rare illithid may have become acquainted with the natural world and forsaken its former evil ways. 



Play an Illithid if you want...
• to be evil or grappling with overwhelmingly evil tendencies

• to be an aberrant creature with the ability to control those around you

• to be a member of a race that favors the psion, warlord, and wizard classes

Physical Qualities
Illithids are humanoid creatures with large tentacles protruding from the sides of their mouths. They 
have purple, leathery skin and white, slanted eyes. Appearing sickly and thin, illithids have long, 
spindly fingers and no hair to speak of. Illithids live for well over 200 years, their legacy long 
outlasting them. As an illithid nears death, its skin turns more gray and pallid.

Playing an Illithid
Most illithids are nothing but malice, spite, and dominating forces in the world. They came from the 
Far Realm long ago and now reside largely in the Underdark. Illithid society is a free-for-all, with very 
little structure or hierarchy. Illithids commonly kill each other and devour each other for no other 
reason than pure sport. Parents abandon their young immediately after “birth”. An illithid must makes 
its own way through existence which is hard, cruel, and bitter.

However, maybe only once or twice throughout all of the world's ancient history, a solitary 
illithid has broken from the sadistic traditions of its race. Illithids are viewed with fear and animosity, 
and not without reason. Many races have a deep-rooted hatred of illithids and all that they stand for. 
Therefore, an illithid that has broken from its kind will face a great deal of hatred and anguish directed 
at it as it ventures into the world. Most illithids detest the name Mind Flayer, growing wildly irate at its 
mention.

Perhaps the illithid was contacted by a god to fight in its cause, or perhaps ran across a mystical 
spell book which inspired it to find a new path for itself. Whatever its reason for adventuring, it must 
develop its own set of values and ethics, which a typical illithid lacks entirely. 

Illithid Characteristics: careful, foreign, insane, intellectual, megalomaniacal, mindful, scheming

Illithids can use their transliterated Deep Speech names, but some who have forsaken their heritage 
translate their names into Common or another language.
Deep Speech Illithid Names: Blorc, Flurr, Goipna, Grinrall, Huum, Klonre, Prar, Trell, Waerrl
Common Illithid Names: Despair, Envy, Harm, Kill, Master, Pride, Pain, Slay, Spite, Wound, Wrath

Illithid Backgrounds

Underdark Overlord: You emerge from the Underdark only when something that requires your 
attention arises. You are in league with many other illithids and you have many thralls working to 
execute your grand schemes. Perhaps you have subdued a group of unsuspecting wanderers to come 
with you to aid you in your plans. Do you wish for world domination or something even greater? How 
will you accomplish this end? Through brutal force or through cunning subversion?
Associated Skills: Bluff, Streetwise

Newcomer: You have not been in the world long, but you would have done anything to get out of your 
insane illithid society. Perhaps you happened on a lost traveler and decided to try a new strategy: 



mercy. Rather than subdue the poor wanderer or devour its brain, you saw the life within him and 
spared him. Or maybe you accidentally wandered into the natural world and were captivated by the 
new experiences that you had. For whatever reason, you decided to stay and to better understand what 
your brethren have spent their entire lives corrupting.
Associated Skills: Insight, History

Accepted, but Feared: You have long been in the mortal realm, living amongst the various races. 
Those around you ostracized you at first, but over time, you have proven your kindness which you have 
cultivated over many long years. You may have even developed a trade such as a merchant or carpenter 
which has helped you to earn a few individuals' trust. Through the years of studying civilized races who 
actually do good works for each other with no payment required, perhaps you have begun to 
understand and undergo dramatic changes which separate you from other domineering illithids.
Associated Skills: Diplomacy, Perception

Feats:
1. increase range to 5 for -1 to ST
2. 11th – increase cl. Burst 5 on thrall creation to cl. Burst 10

Racial Paragon Path

Illithid Sovereign
“I have ascended as no other illithid has throughout history. None of my kind has been honored  
through  fear and tyranny.”
Prerequisite: Illithid

You have abandoned the ways of most of the 
illithids, which you usually call Mind Flayers with 
disgust, who are vile and wretched in your eyes. 
Nevertheless, you are one of them and you 
recognize that you have unique skills that you can 
use for the benefit of your cause. You aspire to 
greatness and to lead the fight to change the minds 
of all other races about what illithids can become if 
only they subdue their vile natures. Perhaps it is a 
futile battle, yet you trudge on, resolute in the 
belief that you will become among the legendary.

Illithid Sovereign Path Features
Ascendant Action (11th level): When you spend an 
action point to make an attack, gain temporary hit 
points equal to 10 + your Charisma modifier.
Thrall Creation (11th level): You gain thrall creation, as an encounter power.

 Thrall Creation Illithid Sovereign  
When an enemy falls in battle, you revive it with invisible 
aberrant tendrils which guide its actions for a moment.
Encounter ♦ Charm



Free Action Close burst 10
Trigger: A creature within 10 squares of you is reduced to 0 to fewer hit points
Target: Triggering creature in burst
Effect: The target immediately makes an at-will attack of your choice against a creature or creatures of 
your choice as a free action. 

Thrall's Mobility (16th level): When you use thrall creation, slide the target 5 squares.

Illithid Sovereign Powers

 Infuse with Rot Illithid Sovereign Attack 11 
Using your depraved affinities, you implant a wretched filth within an enemy.
Encounter ♦ Necrotic
Standard Action  Ranged 5
Target: One creature
Attack: Charisma + 6 vs. Reflex

Level 21: Charisma + 8 vs. Reflex
Hit: 1d6 + Charisma modifier necrotic damage, and the target takes -5 penalty to all defenses and 5 
ongoing necrotic damage (save ends both).

 Sovereign's Touch Illithid Sovereign Utility 12 
Your connection to your allies, through your dark tendencies, can aid them when they sustain a savage  
blow.
Daily
Free Action Close burst 10
Trigger: You use thrall creation
Target: The target of thrall creation
Effect: The target gains a +5 bonus to attack and damage rolls for its attacks.

 Thrall Exploitation Illithid Sovereign Attack 20 
You command your servant to strike at three of its former allies, then it must rest from the exertion.
Daily ♦ Charm, Psychic
Immediate Reaction Close burst 20
Trigger: The target of your thrall creation hits with an attack.
Target: One of the triggering creature's targets
Attack: Charisma + 8 vs. Will
Hit: 3d10 + Charisma modifier psychic damage, and the triggering creature can make another at-will 
attack of your choice against the same target as a free action.


